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For a copy of
our brochure,
call free on www.bathingsolutions.co.uk

0800 542 1526 PLEASE QUOTE

REFERENCE SI81002

Low threshold tray
makes getting in and
out safe and easy.

Optional sliding glass
doors or splash guard
makes showering safe
and secure; no splashes
on the fl oor either!

Fold up seat – for even
more comfortable and
safe showering.

Easy-clean, tile-effect
walls – so there’s no
messy grout and 
keeping it clean
is simple.

Fits where your 
existing bath is now

EASY for us to install, EASY for you to look after and, 
best of all, EASY on your budget; the new Marquis
shower module has it all.

* dependent on fi t

Change your old, uncomfortable bath for the 
revolutionary, all new Marquis shower module from
Bathing Solutions in under a day* – it’s that EASY!

For a novel way to boost your 
retirement finances, try these 
out for size. But be warned, 
they’re not for everyone

Want to continue to work once you’ve 
retired, but don’t want to do what you 
were doing before? For a job that will 
raise your retirement income while 
also making you the centre of attention 
at family occasions, any of these might 
prove to be an exciting option.

Fancy being in a soap one day and 
a Bond film a week later? While the 
work is irregular, it has both variety 
and reflected glamour. Look, you 
can say, there on the top left of the 
screen, five foot from Daniel Craig 
and for just two seconds, 
it’s me! Hiring is usually 
done through agencies. 
Extra People, for 
example, pays 
£89.52 a day, 
minus its 20% 
commission. Patience 
and being able to take 
direction are musts. But 
you never know who 
you might be 
working with 
tomorrow.

Ideal for history buffs who love 
sharing their knowledge 
of their hometown. This is 
something you can either 
do for an established 
operator (pay is usually £10 
to £15 an hour) or, if you’re 
feeling entrepreneurial, set up on your 
own. That way you can make it about 
whatever you like, be it food, culture, crime or sport, and 
take all the money you earn. However, you’ll also have to 
market yourself and run the bookings. Comfortable shoes 
essential, as is a good sense of direction.

Being Santa can pay around £15 an hour. 
Look for vacancies at department stores 
and garden centres or sign up with an 
agency such as Great Grottos. 
You’ll need to come up with a 
clean sheet on a Disclosure 
and Barring Service (DBS) 
check and, ideally, like 
children. Upside, their 
happy little faces. Downside, 
the work is rather seasonal. 
Elves also required. 

Comfortable with your body? Want to 
inspire artists? The plus point with life 
modelling is you get to act as a muse 
and see the artists’ interpretations of 
you. The negative is a need to sit or 
lie holding one position, potentially 
for hours on end. Oh, and you have to 
be happy shedding your clothes in a 
room full of strangers, too. Rates can 
be around £12 to £15 per hour. Not 
a job for fidgets, the easily bored or 
shrinking violets.

A nice little 
earner

   FILM AND TV EXTRA

   TOUR GUIDE

   LIFE MODELLING

   FATHER CHRISTMAS


